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… and please 

keep asking 

them today.
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Requirements



What’s the difference between an infographic and a dashboard?
Rifat

What’s the difference between a dashboard and scorecard?
Raheel

(also asked by many many others)

What’s the difference between an “dashboard” and a “report”?
Wesley







Defining Infographic

Alberto Cairo describes an infographic as:

“…a tool for the designer to communicate with 
readers, and a tool for readers to analyze what’s 
being presented to them.”

From Cairo’s book
The Functional Art, p. 73





https://www.malofiejgraphics.com/2019/12/12/infographics-and-data-visualization-are-two-different-things/
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What’s the difference between an infographic and a dashboard?
Rifat

What’s the difference between a dashboard and scorecard?
Raheel

(also asked by many many others)

What’s the difference between an “dashboard” and a “report”?
Wesley



How do you convince a client it’s ridiculous to show 100k rows of data in a 
dashboard?

Manoj

Do you have any suggestions of helping the customer communicate requirements. 
Often they do not know what they want or more importantly need.

Sherry



VISUALIZATION ROADMAP

Who’s the audience?

What is the data literacy of the audience?

What level of detail do they need?

How much time does the audience have to consume the data?

How does the audience receive the data?

What’s the message?

What data is important to the audience?

How will the audience use this information?

How does the data change the audience?



How do you convince a client it’s ridiculous to show 100k rows of data in a 
dashboard?

Manoj

Do you have any suggestions of helping the customer communicate requirements. 
Often they do not know what they want or more importantly need.

Sherry



Poll: how important is it to define 

what a dashboard is?

1. Very important

2. Somewhat important

3. Not very important

4. Not at all important



Section 1: Colour
Colour



I cannot get my team to stop using “traffic light” colours. I have already asked them 
to consider color blind people. But they are so used to them they don’t want to give 
them up.

How would you approach this so they welcome the suggested change?
Jane

What are some guidelines when designing for accessibility- e.g. color blindness?
Raheesh

What is a maximum number of colours I should put on a dashboard?
Yun
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Relationships on a Traditional Color Wheel

The primary colors are red, yellow, and blue.
Classical painters would have used this arrangement to find compliments.

Image used under the Wikipedia Creative 
Commons license.

http://www.wikipedia.com















THE 6 MONTH BLUES

#59A14F #4EA158 #4EA168 #4FA174 #4FA186 #4EA197 #4DA1A1
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I cannot get my team to stop using “traffic light” colours. I have already asked them 
to consider color blind people. But they are so used to them they don’t want to give 
them up.

How would you approach this so they welcome the suggested change?
Jane

What are some guidelines when designing for accessibility- e.g. color blindness?
Raheesh

What is a maximum number of colours I should put on a dashboard?
Yun



Poll: what’s your favourite diverging colour palette?

Red/Green Orange/Blue Other



Design Choices



I was wondering if you have any tips for designing dashboards for evolution over 
time. 

For example, a team may request a dashboard to answer a certain set of questions, 
but once they see the data, they may have a new set of different questions based on 
their new understanding. 

Or, conditions may change which necessitates a different set of questions than was 
originally asked

Shana



Iterate, a lot, at 
the start



http://tabsoft.co/evolution

http://tabsoft.co/evolution


Fluid

https://www.jackalopedatadesign.com/
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Fluid
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https://youtu.be/HNd0qXt7rag

https://www.jackalopedatadesign.com/
https://youtu.be/HNd0qXt7rag


Fluid



Responsive



Mark Jackson





Unpredictably??



Responsive

Fluid

Unpredictably??



I was wondering if you have any tips for designing dashboards for evolution over 
time. 

For example, a team may request a dashboard to answer a certain set of questions, 
but once they see the data, they may have a new set of different questions based on 
their new understanding. 

Or, conditions may change which necessitates a different set of questions than was 
originally asked

Shana



Do dashboards need to have an interactive feature?
Clint
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Slides look really good.You have a note on the blue/orange map 
which is backwards:
"Well, the colour legend tells us that Orange is good."Orange
(and red) is BAD, when profits are downOther alternatives, 
BLUE/RED, where red may be more universally understood as 
bad.One the interactive dashboard examples from our book, I 
can't tell if the subset on slide 58 is meant to be non-interactive 
or interactive. The Hotel dashboard for Dundas is highly 
interactive. So maybe those are all the interactive ones?









Do dashboards need to have an interactive feature?
Clint



Do you encourage creating dashboards for multiple devices? Or should there be a 
primary device?

Matt
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https://www.tableau.com/about/blog/2
019/8/5-questions-ask-when-designing-
mobile-dashboard
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Do you encourage creating dashboards for multiple devices? Or should there be a 
primary device?

Matt

https://medium.com/@tophtucker/doing-enterprise-financial-data-
visualization-after-data-journalism-3c68861b7f4c

https://medium.com/@tophtucker/doing-enterprise-financial-data-visualization-after-data-journalism-3c68861b7f4c


Is it good to have scrolls on a dashboard? When a dashboard has scroll bars it won’t 
print properly

Ketan
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Yes No



Is it good to have scrolls on a dashboard? When a dashboard has scroll bars it won’t 
print properly

Ketan

Yes No (generally)



Poll: do you create mobile versions of your 

dashboards?

● All the time

● Some of the time

● Never



Defining Success



How can we get people to stop wanting dashboards in Powerpoint?
Amy

When you ask users how they use a dashboard you created, what kind of answers do 
you get?

Benedict

With your Tableau expertise, is the Tableau endgame always to work to a dashboard?
Benedict



SALES TARGETS FOR 2020









How can we get people to stop wanting dashboards in Powerpoint?
Amy

When you ask users how they use a dashboard you created, what kind of answers do 
you get?

Benedict

With your Tableau expertise, is the Tableau endgame always to work to a dashboard?
Benedict



The interesting thing was, we thought we were doing well, and then 
we discovered there was this big negative cost. It was like, ‘Oh my 
God.' Suddenly you go and say, 'Okay, I've discovered a new aspect of 
engine cost that we hadn't realized.‘

Suddenly you're going, “Bang, bang, bang, two minutes in Tableau” 
and you can see the average per month, the average per day, and it's 
like, “Oh, wow—we can do this slightly differently.'

Within two days, I'd literally re-worked the whole instruction, sent it 
out to people, and off we went. As a result, it’s been a very 
significant difference in terms of U.S. dollars.

Jonathan Capper
Production Planning Manager
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Bang, bang, 
bang, two 
minutes…

Jonathan Capper
Production Planning Manager



Why?

Why?

Why?

Data visualisation
Known unknowns

Predefined answers only

Visual analytics
Unknown unknowns

Instant answers to new questions

Bang, bang, bang, two minutes…



Ask Data



How can we get people to stop wanting dashboards in Powerpoint?
Amy

With your Tableau expertise, is the Tableau endgame always to work to a dashboard?
Benedict



More questions!



Chart Chat
with Steve Wexler and Jeffrey Shaffer
and special guest Amanda Makulec

January 28, 2020 at 11am EST
Register at Chart-Chat.com


